Sexual harassment reported by undergraduate female physicists
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Sexual harassment occurs more frequently in male-dominated fields and physics is a more male-dominated field than most other science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields. Thus, it is important to examine the occurrence and impact of sexual harassment on women in physics. A survey of undergraduate women, who attended a conference for undergraduate women in physics, revealed that approximately three quarters (74.3%; 338/455) of survey respondents experienced at least one type of sexual harassment. This sample was recruited from a large fraction of undergraduate women in physics in the United States. We find that certain types of sexual harassment predict a negative sense of belonging and exacerbate the imposter phenomenon. The types of sexual harassment that predict these outcomes, both forms of gender harassment, while seemingly less severe types of harassment, have been found to have substantially negative personal and professional consequences. These findings are important since prior work has found that sense of belonging and the imposter phenomenon are related to students’ persistence in STEM fields. Our results have implications for understanding and improving persistence in physics by informing the community about the occurrence of sexual harassment and its effects so that we can begin to work towards reducing its occurrence and mitigating its effects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sexual harassment is a form of gender discrimination. Sexual harassment research has shown that women in male-dominated occupations are at greater risk of being sexually harassed [1,2] and that these experiences increase job turnover intentions and withdrawal from work [3,4]. Research across different scientific disciplines is beginning to demonstrate that sexual harassment not only occurs in their fields, but contributes to their educational and professional environments [5,6], further supporting the idea that sexual harassment carries significant career consequences for victims [7]. The field of physics is particularly male dominated, even when compared to other science, engineering, technology, and mathematics (STEM) fields, such as chemistry and biological sciences [8]. Given that a high level of male representation is a known antecedent of sexual harassment in the workplace, how does sexual harassment impact members in a field such as physics? Here, we report on the experiences of sexual harassment of a sample of undergraduate women in physics. We examine the relationship between sexual harassment, particularly gender harassment, and sociopsychological factors that are related to intentions to persist in physics, namely, sense of belonging and the imposter phenomenon.

This paper begins with a discussion of the theoretical framing with respect to sexual harassment, sense of belonging, and the imposter phenomenon. Next, we describe our methods including sample, measures, reliability, and validity. Finally, we present and discuss our results on the experiences of sexual harassment in physics and how
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sexual harassment relates to a discipline-specific sense of belonging and the imposter phenomena.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Sexual harassment

Sexual harassment is both a legal term and a psychological construct to describe a continuum of behaviors. Legally, sexual harassment is a form of gender discrimination illegal under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Sexual harassment is illegal when it is frequent or severe enough to create a hostile environment or results in an adverse employment decision. Isolated incidents such as infrequent joking or off-hand comments are not illegal [9]. Behaviorally, sexual harassment encompasses three distinct, but related dimensions: sexual coercion, unwanted sexual attention, and gender harassment [10]. Sexual coercion occurs when a job or educational outcome is dependent on a target performing or allowing some sexual act. Unwanted sexual attention includes verbal and nonverbal behaviors directed at a target that are unwanted, offensive, and unreciprocated. Both of these behaviors are generally characterized as “come ons” and are rare [11]. Gender harassment comprises a wide range of behaviors, which convey insulting, hostile, or degrading attitudes about a target. These “put downs” are seemingly less severe, and far more common and frequent. Despite the perception that they are less severe, because of their frequency these put downs have similar, and often worse, professional and personal consequences for victims [4,12]. These dimensions of sexual harassment are interrelated and overlapping, for example, unwanted sexual attention from a supervisor could also be characterized as sexual coercion [10], and the come on forms of sexual harassment are almost always accompanied by put downs [11].

Research on sexual harassment further separates gender harassment into two categories: sexist and sexual [13]. Both categories of put down convey negative gender-based attitudes, without trying to elicit sexual cooperation. Sexist gender harassment describes experiences which are primarily discriminatory based on one’s gender including comments about women’s lesser capacity at work, or other derogatory, gender-based comments. For example, when I. I. Rabi said, “Women may go into science, and they will do well enough, but they will never do great science,” to Vivian Gornick [14], that is considered sexist gender harassment. In contrast, sexual gender harassment includes behavior which is more explicitly sexual without necessarily being an attempted sexual advance. Posting sexually explicit or objectifying photos of women in an office is an example of sexual gender harassment.

Experiences of sexual harassment have negative psychological, work, and health consequences [2]. These negative outcomes occur even if a woman does not label the experience as sexual harassment [15,16]. Negative job outcomes attributed to sexual harassment includes absenteeism. A survey of 474 astronomers and planetary scientists found that 18% of women of color and 12% of white women skipped professional events because they did not feel safe attending them [6]. Skipping a conference for fear of safety limits valuable networking opportunities. This is a tangible impact of sexual harassment on research scientists.

Two important antecedents for sexual harassment are organizational climate and “male domination” [2,16]. An organizational climate that communicates a tolerance of sexual harassment is a work environment that meets at least one of the three following criteria: the organization does not take victim’s complaints seriously, the organization does not protect victims from retaliation, and/or the organization fails to sanction perpetrators. For example, a study of women employees in different departments and work sites at a utility company found that women experienced higher levels of harassment when they believed that complaints were not taken seriously, it was risky to complain, and/or perpetrators were unlikely to be punished [2]. This has also been validated in the military and for female science faculty [17,18]. Male domination is a term for a work environment that meets at least one of the three following criteria: there are more men than women in the work environment, there are more men than women in organizational leadership, and/or it is stereotypically or historically a “male” domain or occupation. Physics is male dominated in all three senses of the definition of male domination: there are more men than women, more men in leadership, and there are strong, negative stereotypes about women in physics that suggest that physics is typically or historically a male discipline [19]. A qualitative analysis of female physics graduate students’ experiences has already revealed that a majority of its participants experienced microaggressions—subtle insults or slights—and several reported experiencing more traditional hostile sexism including sexual harassment [20].

B. Sense of belonging

We define a sense of belonging in an academic discipline as the extent to which a person believes that they are valued, accepted, and legitimate members of the field [21]. Discipline-specific belonging has been shown to relate to discipline-specific persistence. A sense of belonging in math has been shown to predict both men and women’s intention to pursue math, and this result remained significant even after controlling for other predictors of persistence in math like domain identification [22]. A longitudinal and daily diary study of women transitioning to college in a STEM major found that women who reported a lower sense of belonging in their STEM major were more likely to expect to switch out of their major [23]. Extensive interviews with women who left STEM majors found that a common reason for their attrition was feeling like an outsider [24]. Factors that effect a sense of belonging for women in STEM include quality and quantity of peers and
role models, stereotypes about scientists and women, and other outside influences [21]. Sexual harassment, sexist gender harassment in particular, often conveys an individual’s belief in stereotypes about gender and gender roles, so we hypothesize that sexual harassment in physics will erode a sense of belonging in physics for female students.

Research on sense of belonging has also focused on specific fields within STEM. For example, women’s perceptions of their environment impact their sense of belonging in math. Math environments that convey that math is an innate skill or negative stereotypes about women’s ability in math lowered women’s sense of belonging in math and thus their desire to pursue math [22]. For women in physics, the educational environment has been shown convey similar trends about the belief that physics is an innate skill and female representation in the field [25]. However, women are more represented in math than in physics. In 2015, only 18% of students earning a bachelor’s degree in physics were women [26]. In 2014, women earned 40% of the bachelor’s degrees in mathematics and statistics, approximately double the percentage of women earning bachelor’s degrees in physics [27]. Disciplines where innate brilliance is considered the main criterion for success, as in physics, also tend to have fewer women because of stereotypes that women lack such talent [25]. Thus, it is likely that sense of belonging in physics is a more serious issue for women than in math since more disproportionate male overrepresentation exists along with similar environmental cues conveying that physics is an innate skill and negative stereotypes about women’s ability in physics.

C. The imposter phenomenon

The imposter phenomenon is an internal experience of believing that one’s successes occurred not through genuine ability, but as a result of having been lucky, having worked harder than others, or having manipulated other people’s impressions [28]. We are intentionally using the original research terminology to break with the terminology used frequently in the popular press and self-help literature. “Syndrome” implies something is wrong with the individual, rather than the culture. The imposter phenomenon impacts an individual’s well being. Many studies find that people who experience imposter phenomenon were less satisfied and lower in self-esteem, had higher anxiety, and were more likely to struggle with the effects of depression than those who did not experience the imposter phenomenon [28–30]. The imposter phenomenon was originally developed to describe internal experiences observed in high achieving women of feeling like a “phony” [28]. Subsequent research has supported that there are no differences in the extent to which men and women generally experience the imposter phenomenon or in some sample populations, men may be more likely to experience the imposter phenomenon [31–33]. Sex differences in experiencing the imposter phenomenon may be sample dependent. Exploring that hypothesis is beyond the scope of this work. Many studies in undergraduate populations recruited from required classes support that women more frequently and to a greater extent experience the imposter phenomenon [30,34].

The imposter phenomenon is hypothesized to impact women’s behavior more than men’s [31]. Evidence is mounting to support that hypothesis. The imposter phenomenon was a better predictor of achievement-related behaviors in females than in males in a study of undergraduate college students in a variety of majors [34]. A longitudinal study of graduate students in astronomy and astrophysics found that the women surveyed were more likely to experience the imposter phenomenon. The study also linked a higher imposter phenomenon score with an increased likelihood of changing advisors which increased the odds of working outside the field [35]. Additionally, study participants, who were still working in the field and had a higher score on the imposter phenomenon, were more likely to have thought about leaving the field. More work is needed to examine the antecedents and consequences of experiencing the imposter phenomenon, STEM persistence, and student well-being, but current evidence supports that the imposter phenomenon negatively impacts female students in physics.

D. Research questions

Given the higher likelihood of harassment in male-dominated fields and prior research connecting persistence with sense of belonging and the imposter phenomenon, we wanted to examine the relationship between harassment and sense of belonging as well as harassment and the imposter phenomenon. As such, we address the following research questions drawing on a sample of female undergraduate physicists:

(1) To what extent do female undergraduate physicists experience sexual harassment of different forms?

(2) To what extent does experiencing sexual harassment of different forms correspond with female undergraduate physicists’ negative sense of belonging?

(3) To what extent does experiencing sexual harassment of different forms correspond with female physics students’ experiencing the imposter phenomenon?

III. METHODS

A. Sample

We recruited survey participants from attendees of the American Physical Society’s (APS) Conferences for Undergraduate Women in Physics (CUWiP) in 2017. These conferences are contemporaneous regional conferences held annually. The goals of CUWiP are to increase retention and improve career outcomes of undergraduate women in physics. CUWiP attendees are predominantly female physics majors. There were 1503 CUWiP attendees in 2017 and 1378 CUWiP attendees reported being female
undergraduate students. Our analysis was performed only on the students who identified as female, undergraduate students. The National Science Foundation’s National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics (NCSES) reports that 1349 women graduated with a bachelor’s degree in physics in 2015 [26], indicating that this survey is able to reach a very large fraction of women in physics. Online pre- and postconference surveys were administered to assess whether the conferences were accomplishing their goals. Participation was voluntary and informed consent was obtained from all survey participants. We obtained Institutional Review Board approval for this project from the University of Maryland, Project No. 505475-11.

The preconference surveys were administered at the time of registration. Postconference surveys were emailed to the CUWiP attendees after the completion of the conference. For the purposes of this study, postconference survey data were utilized since the focal harassment items appeared on this survey (conference organizers did not want to bias attendance by including these questions on the preconference survey). The preconference survey included a gender variable, where the conference attendees self-identified as “female, male, or other”. We used the survey responses from all the attendees that identified as female. The wording for the harassment items is shown in Table I. The postconference survey was taken by 471 female undergraduate attendees with 464 responding to at least one harassment item (<2% missing). Missing data was listwise deleted for our analysis. The response rate to these items by overall conference attendees was 31% (similar to postconference survey response rate).

In comparing respondents to our items and overall conference attendees, we did not find substantial differences in demographic data. The respondents were 45.6% (215/471) in their first or second year of college or university and 54.4% (256/471) in their third or higher year. Similarly, the overall conference attendees were 43.3% (596/1378) in their first or second year and 56.7% (782/1378) in their third or higher year. A majority of the respondents (76.0%, 358/471) and the overall conference attendees (72.9%, 1005/1378) are white women. The respondents and overall conference attendees are 21.4% (101/471) and 23.4% (322/1378) students historically underrepresented in physics, respectively. These percentages are well above the 12.2% (164/1349) of female students from historically underrepresented groups graduating with physics degrees, indicating an oversampling of historically underrepresented students within physics. Asian women are 16.6% (78/471) of the respondents and 19.2% of the overall conference attendees. For more details on the demographic data on race and ethnicity for the respondents, overall conference attendees, and the NCES data, see Appendix A. The mean physics GPA for the respondents was 3.49 with a 0.48 standard deviation, and the mean for the nonrespondents was 3.36 with a 0.53 standard deviation. Both physics GPA distributions were skewed towards higher GPAs above the distribution’s mean.

### B. Predictors

Drawing on prior theory, we adapted sexual harassment questions from the sexual experiences questionnaire (SEQ), an extensively used, valid, and reliable instrument [13,36].
The three types of sexual harassment questions we included were sexual gender harassment, sexist gender harassment, and unwanted sexual attention. We chose these three forms of harassment since they were previously found to be most prevalent—sexual coercion is rare and does not occur in isolation—and due to practical space limitations [11,13]. We limited the experiences to the past two years or since the participant began taking physics, whichever is shorter. The preamble to the items is published in full in Appendix B. To clarify “in a context associated with physics,” we provided these examples: “in research labs, classrooms, instructional settings, department, or student organization events.” We also specified that these actions may have come from other students, high school teachers, instructors, or professors. We did not, however, ask students to explicitly report who perpetrated these actions.

Two items were used for each of the following types of harassment: sexual gender harassment, sexist gender harassment, and unwanted sexual attention. The wording for the items appears in Table I. The items describe behavior ranging from sexist remarks up to sexual assault. For each item, response options included “never”, “once”, “twice”, and “more than twice.” For quantitative analysis, these were converted to responses of 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. To further establish construct validity, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was run to ensure that the items loaded on the theorized factors expected. The CFA results are summarized in Table I. All items load on the appropriately theorized factor at 0.4 or above. The construct reliability was greater than 0.7 for sexual and sexist gender harassment constructs with unwanted sexual attention slightly below this threshold at 0.67. The fit indices met threshold values with a goodness-of-fit (GFI) and an adjusted goodness-of-fit (AGFI) of 0.99 and 0.95, respectively (threshold is greater than 0.9), non-normed-fit index (NNFI) of 0.97 (threshold is greater than 0.9), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) of 0.07 (less than 0.08 indicates acceptable fit), and standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) of 0.02 (less than 0.08 indicates acceptable fit) [37,38]. The $\chi^2$ fit statistic was not used due to its dependence on sample size. These results collectively support the construct validity of the measures.

The sexual gender harassment factor is defined as the average of the responses to “…made sexual remarks or told inappropriate jokes or stories?” and “…made comments of a sexual nature or tone about your body, appearance or clothing or discussed your sexual activity?” The sexist gender harassment factor is defined as the average of the responses to “…made sexist remarks (e.g., suggesting people of your sex or gender are not as good at physics or math)” and “…treated you differently, ignored you, or put you down because of your sex or gender?”. The unwanted sexual attention factor is defined as the average of the responses to “…repeatedly asked you out, messaged or contacted you after you said ‘no’ or asked the person to stop?” and “…touched you without your permission making you uncomfortable?”.

C. Outcomes

A negative sense of belonging factor was created out of the three items listed in Table II. These items load strongly together in an EFA (factor loadings 0.51, 0.84, 0.64) and have a Cronbach’s alpha reliability of 0.70. Although positively worded sense of belonging items were also included in the survey (which loaded separately from the negative sense of belonging items in a factor analysis), the distribution of a composite built from these items was skewed towards the positive end of the scale (skew value = −0.48); i.e., students generally reported positive sense of belonging based on the items that were used. However, the composite built on the negative sense of belonging items was much more normally distributed with much less skew in the distribution (skew value = 0.11). Thus, the negative composite showed greater spread and variability in experience in the sample, i.e., better differentiated students’ feelings of belongingness. The negative sense of belonging factor is the average of the responses to the three items shown in Table II.

Drawing on imposter phenomenon theory, our items were designed to determine how the participant attributed their successes. Because of practical space limitations, we did not use the full Clance’s Imposter Phenomenon scale.
However, our items were designed based on an item on this scale attributing success to luck, and we extended the instrument to include other attributions of success. These items are shown in Table III. These items were not designed to be combined since imposter phenomenon can be experienced in different ways and not every participant will experience each and every aspect of the imposter phenomenon. Rather, the items were designed to determine the effect on the different aspects of imposter phenomenon (i.e., different attributions of success). An indicator that the participant experiences the imposter phenomenon would be if their attribution of their success due to their ability was low, but one or more of the other items was high.

### D. Additional predictor: Recognition

As we performed our analysis, we found we needed an additional predictor to account for how unwanted sexual attention was predictive of a participant’s belief her success was due to her ability. We hypothesized that participants could be interpreting unwanted sexual attention as a form of recognition by others. Recognition by others is a dimension in the theoretical framework for physics identity that also includes the dimensions of student performance, competence, and interest [40]. Research on physics identity has found the dimensions of physics recognition and physics interest to be the strongest predictors of choosing a physics career in the physics identity theoretical framework [41]. A theoretical review of physics identity, how sexual harassment impacts physics identity, and how physics identity impacts the imposter phenomenon is beyond the scope of this article. We used a previously validated dimension of recognition by others as a predictor to account for our results. Our survey included items to measure scholarly recognition by other physics undergraduates and by physics professors or faculty, shown in Table IV. We combined both items into one factor and included this recognition factor in our model for predicting the outcome of attributing success due to ability. This will be explained further in the following sections.

### E. Analysis and controls

We used multiple linear regression to model the extent to which sexual harassment predicts negative sense of belonging and imposter phenomenon items. We controlled for race or ethnicity, year in school, and physics grade point average (GPA). We controlled for race or ethnicity because prior research on undergraduate women of color in STEM majors found women of color reported a weaker sense of belonging than white women [42]. Only significant race or ethnicity identifications were retained in each model. We also controlled for year in school because sense of belonging and experiencing imposter phenomenon have been shown to be predictive of persistence as discussed in the theory section, so year in school may confound that effect. However, we found year in school was not a significant control for any of our outcomes and was removed from the analysis. We controlled for physics GPA to account for our outcome variables not being predicted by prior physics academic achievement (e.g., feelings that successes are because of one’s own ability may be related to achievement). After fitting a model with all of our predictors and controls, we performed a backwards elimination of the variables by removing the least significant variables one at a time. We stopped removing variables when all remaining variables were significant with a threshold of $p < 0.05$. We performed backwards elimination to understand the strength of the effect, level of significance, and not artificially inflate the $R^2$ values. Because our results for the different sexual harassment factors were overlapped, we checked the variance inflation factor (VIF) for each of our models both before and after we performed backwards elimination. The VIF for our models with all three sexual harassment factors were under 2, so there are no issues with multicollinearity for our separate sexual harassment factors.

### TABLE III. Imposter phenomenon items from the preconference survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To what extent do you believe your successes are due to...</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Very much so</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...your ability</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...your hard work</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...good luck</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...others’ perceptions of you</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE IV. Items to measure recognition from others from the postconference survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If applicable, to what extent do you believe the following people...see you as an exemplary physics student?</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Very much so</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...other physics undergraduates</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...your physics professors/faculty</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. RESULTS

A. Occurrence of sexual harassment

Overall, 68% (311/457) of respondents experienced sexist gender harassment, 51% (236/463) experienced sexual gender harassment, and 24% (112/463) experienced unwanted sexual attention. Figure 1 displays percentages of participants who experienced each type of sexual harassment in physics as well as combinations of types. We used this method of reporting combined percentages to provide a more comprehensive picture of the respondents’ experiences [13]. For example, if a participant reports both experiencing someone making sexist remarks and someone repeatedly asking her out, she would be assigned to a combined category of experiencing sexist gender harassment and unwanted sexual attention. Figure 1 represents the reported experiences of the 455 participants who responded to all six sexual harassment items.

B. Effect on sense of belonging and imposter phenomenon

Table V shows the results of a multiple linear regression model predicting negative sense of belonging. Sexist gender harassment, the most frequently reported experience on our survey, was a significant predictor ($\beta = 0.19$; $p < 0.001$) of a negative sense of belonging in this model.

Table VI shows the results of two multiple linear regression models for participants attributing their successes to good luck and to others’ perceptions. Sexual gender harassment, the second most frequent reported experience on our survey, was a significant predictor ($\beta = 0.15$; $p < 0.01$) of attributing successes to good luck. Sexual gender harassment was also a significant predictor ($\beta = 0.17$; $p < 0.001$) of attributing successes to others’ perceptions.

Table VII shows the results of two multiple linear regression models for participants attributing their successes due ability. For the first model, sexist gender harassment was a significant predictor ($\beta = -0.22$; $p < 0.001$) of attributing successes to ability. Unwanted sexual attention was a significant predictor ($\beta = 0.18$; $p < 0.001$) of attributing successes to good luck in this model. For the second model, we included an additional predictor, recognition from other physics undergraduates and physics professors or faculty, and the interaction between recognition and unwanted sexual attention. Although we used the same backward elimination method for this model, we continued to include the control

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**FIG. 1.** Combined percentages of types of gender harassment (sexist, sexual) and unwanted sexual attention (USA) reported having experienced in physics by our sample of undergraduate women, with nearly three-quarters (74.3%; 338/455) of all women responding indicating at least one form of harassment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negative sense of belonging</th>
<th>Model (N = 420)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predictors</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual gender harassment</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual gender harassment</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unwanted sexual attention</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and predictor variables that were significant in the first model (even if they were not significant in the second) so the two models could be compared. In the second model with recognition included, unwanted sexual attention was not a significant predictor of attributing success due to ability. Sexist gender harassment ($\beta = -0.16; p < 0.001$) and recognition from others ($\beta = 0.22; p < 0.001$) were significant predictors of attributing success due to ability.

Finally, for the last imposter phenomenon item of attributing successes to hard work, there were no significant sexual harassment predictors.

V. DISCUSSION

Sexist gender harassment erodes a sense of belonging in physics and attributions of success to students’ own ability for our sample of undergraduate female physics majors, yet this and other forms of harassment are often dismissed. Research on discipline-specific sense of belonging has found a sense of belonging in a discipline is directly predictive of persistence in a discipline [21]. Reference [21] provides an extensive review of why sense of belonging is important for women in physics, with suggestions on interventions and recommendations for physics educators. Sexual gender harassment, like remarks and inappropriate jokes or stories, increase attributions of success to external factors like luck and others’ perceptions. Thus, as students attribute their success less to their ability and more to external factors like luck and other’s perceptions, their imposter phenomenon is exacerbated. This is important since imposter phenomenon has been found to be linked to variables that directly impact persistence [35].

Our results agree well with growing consensus on sexual harassment research that gender harassment, given its frequency and that it is the most common type of sexual harassment, cannot be dismissed and often has the same or worse negative professional and psychological effects as
isolated instances of sexual coercion [36]. We found that sexual harassment eroded a sense of belonging and exacerbated the imposter phenomenon, which are linked to persistence.

The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine report on sexual harassment of women in the sciences reviewed thirty years of literature that demonstrated the more women are sexually harassed in an environment, the more they contemplate leaving, and ultimately leave as a result of the sexual harassment [36]. The consequence for academic STEM and physics, in particular, is an additional loss of talent when there are already few women. This is especially true if this level of harassment is already happening at the undergraduate level.

A. Sexual harassment

Approximately three-quarters (74.3%; 338/455) of our survey participants experienced some type of gender harassment or unwanted sexual attention in physics in the last two years. A meta-analysis of sexual harassment research found that academia had an incidence rate of 58%, second to only the military with an incidence rate of 69% [43]. In our sample, about a quarter (25.7%; N = 117/455) of respondents reported no experiences of sexual harassment in physics, similar to the 24% military women reporting no experiences of sexual harassment in the military in 1995 [13] but less than the 37.4% female faculty and staff at a large midwestern university reporting no experiences [11]. This is despite the fact that our survey was less extensive than the 24 item SEQ used to measure experiences of sexual harassment in the military and the 18 item SEQ used to measure experience of sexual harassment by female faculty and staff at a university. Additionally, our items did not include sexual coercion. Samples from women in the military and at the university did not show sexual coercion happening in isolation, so the lack of sexual coercion in our survey was unlikely to affect the proportion of participants who did not report being sexually harassed. While it may not be surprising that physics has a higher incidence rate of harassment than an average across academia given the degree of male domination of the field, this result should be considered thoughtfully by the physics community as we work to increase gender equity and change our field’s climate.

Our sample consisted of mostly undergraduate women physics majors. Their rank and gender may have made them more vulnerable to sexual harassment, a conclusion consistent with a survey of field work in the sciences that found 76% of female survey participants reported sexual or inappropriate comments, while 84% of the women reporting harassment were trainees—a student or a post doc—at the time of the experience [5]. In physics, the APS Ad-Hoc Committee on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender (LGBT) Issues recently released a report on a climate survey of the members of the LGBT community in physics [44]. In this report, LGBT women experienced exclusionary behavior—defined as behavior that shuns, ignores, or harasses a person—at a significantly greater rate than male participants. The rate was even higher for gender-nonconforming physicists. In astronomy and planetary science, harassment experiences varied by gender and race, with women of color experiencing the most hostile environment [6].

B. Negative sense of belonging

We found sexist gender harassment had a significant effect (p < 0.001) on increasing participants’ negative sense of belonging. This result is striking because we surveyed a sample of women who we would expect to have a high sense of discipline-specific belonging: our sample was predominantly female physics majors, so almost all intended to complete a physics degree. This result is supported by similar findings for women’s sense of belonging in math, where math environments that were perceived by them to convey negative stereotypes about women’s ability to do math lowered their sense of belonging [22]. While our effect sizes were moderate, research on women in science has often reported models with similar size effects, significance, and $R^2$ [18].

Sexist gender harassment was the most frequent type of sexual harassment we measured on our survey. Among participants, 68% (311/457) reported experiencing sexist gender harassment either in isolation or in combination with other types of sexual harassment in a physics context. This frequent, often dismissed as not “real” sexual harassment in physics erodes discipline-specific sense of belonging, a trait strongly tied to persistence. This supports the broader finding in the sexual harassment science literature that these seemingly “lesser” forms of harassment have outsized consequences for victims [36,47–49].

C. Imposter phenomenon

We found both sexist and sexual gender harassment had a significant effect (p < 0.01 and p < 0.001, respectively) on exacerbating the imposter phenomenon. Sexist gender harassment was found to predict a decrease in participants’ attributing their success to their ability even when including the items on recognition by faculty and peers. As mentioned above, the highest percentage of women report experiencing sexist gender harassment. Sexual gender harassment predicted an increase in participants attributing their successes to luck or others’ perceptions of them. Sexual gender harassment is the second most experienced type of harassment reported by our sample (51%, 236/463). By decreasing belief in success due to ability
and increasing belief in success to external factors like luck and others’ impressions, experiencing sexual harassment can increase the likelihood of experiencing the imposter phenomenon.

Our result in model 1, where we found that unwanted sexual attention was predictive of attributing success due to ability, was surprising and not supported by theory. We hypothesized that recognition by other physics undergraduates and faculty could be confounding this variable. In other words, it could be the case that women undergraduates who are more recognized by peers and faculty (perhaps because they are more active or outgoing) are more targeted by perpetrators of unwanted sexual attention. To test this possibility, we accounted for recognition in the model. By adding this additional predictor, the effect for unwanted sexual attention became nonsignificant while recognition was highly significant \( (p < 0.001) \). Furthermore, the interaction effect between recognition and USA was also not significant revealing that USA has the same effect for recognized and unrecognized students, albeit nonsignificant. However, the negative effect for sexist gender harassment remained significant at the \( p < 0.001 \) level. Our model accounting for recognition by others, highlights the vulnerability of undergraduate women in physics. Physics recognition has been shown to be important for persistence in physics with women being less recognized than men \( [41] \). Physics recognition is important for students attributing their success to ability. Clearly more qualitative research is needed to better understand how recognition and unwanted sexual attention effects students in physics.

VI. MOVING FORWARD

Several factors have been shown to reduce the incidence of sexual harassment and mitigate its negative effects on victims. These include increasing the number of women in the workplace, creating and using mechanisms for swift justice towards perpetrators \( [45] \), and having leaders who take these concerns seriously and are effective at their jobs \( [18] \). Hiring or admitting diverse women and gender minorities at the faculty, postdoctoral, graduate student, and undergraduate student levels would create opportunities for social support among and across these under-represented populations. Physics departments, research groups, and professional societies could also consider creating and publicizing professional codes of conduct that identify and promote positive behaviors that increase collaboration, inclusion, and problem solving. These codes of conduct should be tied to extralegal processes to handle breaches of professional conduct, including gender harassment in particular \( [46] \). Department chairs and principal investigators of collaborations and laboratory groups could work to promote the importance of positive professional conduct and speak directly against sexually harassing behaviors. They need to be willing to move quickly in handling cases by prioritizing the reintegration and needs of the victim, rather than the rehabilitation of the perpetrator, and in some cases considering restorative practices should both parties desire it. Together, these actions can significantly reduce organizational tolerance of harassment and male domination in the workplace, the two strongest antecedents of sexual harassment.

Our findings of the pervasiveness of sexist gender harassment and its significant effect on sense of belonging for female undergraduate physicists should be a wakeup call for all physicists who believe that participation in science should be meritorious. We need to work together to ensure that participation in science is not based on who can survive the gauntlet of sexual harassment and other cultural obstacles, or who, by virtue of their identity, can bypass this gauntlet altogether. If we want to produce the great advancements and impactful work, we need to decide together to create an environment that makes it possible for all capable physicists to join and remain in the field.
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

Table VIII shows the detailed demographic data on race and ethnicity for the respondents, overall conference attendees, and the NCES data [26].

TABLE VIII. Racial or ethnic groups of our sample of and total female, undergraduate CUWiP 2017 attendees, and bachelor’s degrees in physics earned by women at U. S. institutions in 2015 [26]. †This demographic data was collected with slightly different racial or ethnic groups and restricted an individual to only be identified in one racial or ethnic group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race or ethnicity</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Attendees</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Degrees†</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1378</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1349</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUR</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latina</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAAN</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHPI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>1005</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Hispanic or Latina</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and w/o multiracial</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>63.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiracial</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPENDIX B: REPORTING INDIVIDUAL ITEMS DATA

Our survey instrument included a preamble before the sexual harassment items in Table IX. The preamble read, “Which of the following have you experienced in a context associated with physics (e.g., in research labs, classrooms, instructional settings, department or student organization events) in the past two years or since you began taking physics (whichever is shorter)? These actions may have come from other students, high school teachers, instructors or professors.” Table IX shows the number of participants that responded to each individual item, the percentages for the individual responses to the items, and the raw data in parenthesis.

TABLE IX. Responses to sexual harassment items in our sample of undergraduate attendees of the Conferences for Undergraduate Women in Physics. Which of the following have you experienced in a context associated with physics (e.g., in research labs, classrooms, instructional settings, department or student organization events) in the past two years or since you began taking physics (whichever is shorter)? These actions may have come from other students, high school teachers, instructors or professors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Once</th>
<th>Twice</th>
<th>More than twice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>…made sexual remarks or told inappropriate jokes or stories?</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>27% (124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…made comments of a sexual nature or tone about your body, appearance, or clothing, or discussed your sexual activity?</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>14% (66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…made sexist remarks (e.g., suggesting people of your sex or gender are not as good at physics or math)?</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>29% (134)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…treated you differently, ignored you, or put you down because of your sex or gender?</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>29% (134)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…repeatedly asked you out; messaged or contacted you after you said “no” or asked the person to stop?</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6% (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…touched you without your permission making you uncomfortable?</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3% (13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


